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memory, and what in the long-
term.  

But where is memory stored? 

Memory is believed to be stored 
in the grey matter of the brain. 
The individual parts of the mem-
ory are stored in the respective 
parts of the brain. For instance, 
the memory of the exiting film 
you watched a week back would 
be stored in the grey matter of the 
occipital cortex (the part of the 
brain dealing in vision). 

 

Why do we forget? 

The most common way we forget 
memories is when the short-term 
memory gets too full, and some 
things are bumped out. The 
short-term memory of a human 
brain can only store 5-9 pieces of 
information, any more informa-

tion bumps out another piece. We 
can prolong certain pieces of in-
formation by repeating them to 
ourselves, which is how we ' learn 
something off by heart'. 

If you do this enough, it can be 
stored in the long-term memory 
instead (but it does take hundreds 
of repeats to make it stay).This is 
why when you see a number (such 
as 0208  4710   9142) it is grouped 
together like that. Separately, the 
numbers would be 12, way over 
our short-term memory archive. 
However, by grouping them up 
like that, we are only memorising 
3 different pieces of information, 
which can easily be stored in our 
short-term memory. 

 

Another way of forgetting is grad-
ual forgetting. Think back to your 
most recent birthday party, most 
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By Gaurav Pagedar  

Our brain is a remarkable organ, 
the most complex and the least 
known about organ in our body. 

In fact, its the most important 
organ in our body, coordinating 
our movements, our feelings, our 
memories, yet we know so little 
about it...due to its complexity. 
One of the most remarkable 
things our brain can do is to store 
memories, which can be triggered 
by any of our five senses.  

 

Whenever you are doing anything 
– whether it be skydiving 30,000 
feet up in the air, or simply riding 
a bike, your brain is constantly 
bombarded with thousands of 
different pieces of informa-
tion...but it cant process it all for 
storage. Instead, it chooses vital 
pieces of information, which it 
thinks will benefit you in the long 
term. Things like the colour of the 
cars on the pavement, the faces of 
the people walking down the 
street, these things won’t be 
stored in the long-term memory, 
but rather in the short-term mem-
ory. This means that you would 
be able to recall that information 
hours, or even a couple of days 
after the incident, but after that, 
the information is lost. 

 

These decisions and the control 
of memories are in the part of the 
brain known as the hippocampus 
(literally meaning 'sea horse'). This 
part of the brain doesn't store any 
information in itself, but rather 
acts as a control centre, deciding 
what should be processed: what 
should stay in the short-term 
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likely, you would be able to re-
member it. Now think back to 
your 5th birthday party, and you 
will struggle to remember all the 
details, it won’t be so vivid. Be-
cause your brain is storing so 
much information, things which 
you don't remember or think 
about often gets harder and 
harder to visualise as time goes 
by. This is because it gets 'buried' 
amongst your other memories, 
and is hard to pull back up. If you 
kept thinking about the car you 
saw on the street a few years back, 
the memory of the car would be 
constantly 'dug out' from the 
other memories, and so would 
stay on the surface of your 
memories, but if you hadn't 
though much about the boring  

The hippocampus in the brain.  



By Matthew Grayling And George Thompson  

When we’re young, lots of people think it 
would be fun to be a mutant like The In-
credible Hulk or someone out of X-men. 
However, this doesn’t get further than a 
daydream (unless you’re seriously weird). 
Of course when we think of mutation, we 
also think of children being born with limbs 
missing or with harmful conditions which is 
not a good thing, but there are other types 
of mutation. In 2004, a boy was born who 
had a mutation that prevented a protein 
called myostatin, which limits muscle 
growth. This meant that his muscles had no 
growth limits, and by the age of four he 
could hold a seven pound (3.2 kilo) weight 
in each hand with his arms outstretched, 
something most adults are not able to do. 
Another example is not a mutation, but still 
something special. This will sound ridicu-
lous, but Buddhist monks have their own 
super powers. By using a meditation tech-
nique called Tum-mo, monks can reduce 
their metabolism by 64%, compared to 10-
15% reduced when you sleep. They can also 
increase the temperature of their fingers 
and toes by 17°C, and no-one knows how. 
Another mutation is a man that cannot feel 
pain. This is especially strange because he 
can feel when he is touched but he just 
can’t feel any pain. Experts say this is be-
cause some of the receptors in his sensory 
neurons cannot detect a stimulus large 
enough for him to feel any pain. An idea 
that I have had is that with talk of the pos-
sibility of being able to give your children 
whichever gender, hair and eye colour you 
want , could it be possible that we could 

What might humans be like in the future? 
artificially create mutations such as what I 
have already said and choose it for our chil-
dren? Just imagine walking in for child’s 
ultrasound and being genuinely asked by the 
doctor,”OK, sir. You’ve chosen a boy with 
blond hair and green eyes. Would you like 
him to able to fly? Or how about invisibil-
ity?” Of course this sounds ridiculous now, 
but in the future, who knows? 

 

Also, not all mutations are that prominent 
and recognisable a great example of that is 
the human eye, scientist in Copenhagen 
have been working to track down the muta-
tion and have found that all the humans in 
the world with brown eyes come as a result 
of one genetic mutation of an individual. 
Around 10,000 years ago all humans had 
brown eyes except there was a mutation 
leading to blue eyes, scientists reckon that 
this mutation came about because of a  ge-
netic mutation affecting the OCA2 gene in 
our chromosomes that resulted in the crea-
tion of a switch, which literally turned off 
the ability to produce brown eyes. The 
OCA2 gene codes for the so-called P pro-
tein, which is involved in the production of 
melanin, the pigment that gives colour to 
our hair, eyes and skin.  

 

Some mutations are occurring as we speak 
for example in 2005; scientists discovered a 
few families in Hungary where some of the 
adults only walked on all fours. Hardly any-
body understood the causes of this rare 
condition, called Unertan syndrome. Some 
scientists thought that the quadrupedal peo-

ple had simply never learned to walk up-
right due to learning disabilities and lack of 
access to proper medical care. Others be-
lieved that these families had a mutation in 
a set of genes that cause humans to walk 
upright. At a conference, researchers in 
Turkey were presenting the results of a 
study where they analyzed the genomes in 
all four families. They are beginning to fig-
ure out what causes present-day humans to 
walk on all fours in the way of our distant 
ancestors. 

 

So there are a few of the impossibly vast 
variety of mutations that can be found in 
our human race. They are everywhere in 
our lives and some are very recognisable 
like the child with in human strength and 
the monks who are able to heat up their 
fingers, but others we overlook, like the 
blue eyes mutation. Some happened long 
ago whereas others are happening as we 
speak like the Hungarian family. We cannot 
overlook these and scientists are working 
hard to find the causes and effects of each 
and every one they know of.  
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Mutants 

Walking on all fours; could this quadrupedal nature be genetic? 

Mutation is a random process in which 

some of the DNA in a cell is changed . 

This means that the cell synthesizes a 

protein of a different structure hence 

functions differently. This mutation can 

lead to the production of a protein 

which is not useful, and the cell  would 

not function properly, or it can lead to 

the production of a more useful protein, 

making the cell more efficient hence 

more likely to propagate itself by natu-

ral selection. A mutation can occur at 

any time, usually when cells are divid-

ing. Mutagens such as x-rays increase 

the risk of a mutation.  



Histones: Heroes Or Hellbringers? 

By Jonathan Khadine  

Histones are proteins found in cell nuclei 
and they hold DNA in its double-helix 
shape. They are believed to form a part of 
the body’s immediate reaction to infectious 
disease, a temporary solution until the ma-
jor components of the immune system can 
come into play. Histones are useful during 
septic shock, as they can defend cells from 
infection on a short-term basis.  

 

In an experiment carried out by Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute investigator 
Charles Esmon and his colleagues, baboons 
had been given a lethal dose of the bacteria 
E. coli to generate septic shock. They had 
then been given liberal amounts of APC. 
The blood samples showed histones hin-
dering infection. Additional research by 
Esmon’s team showed that in the absence 
of disease or infection, histones did all the 
damage themselves, creating a sepsis reac-
tion all on their own. Therefore, while able 
to hinder infections, the release of histones 
into the bloodstream can have dire conse-
quences.  

 

Esmon believes that the histones damage 
the epithelial cells which coat blood vessels. 
This would cause more histones to be re-
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leased from those cells, accelerating the 
process further, and eventually rupturing 
the blood vessels, causing internal bleeding. 
Blood clots appear in the alveoli in the 
lungs, and kidney function breaks down. 
The more tissue damage and organ failure 
is caused, the more histones are released; 
causing a steepening upward spiral of pain 
and loss of bodily functions that leads to 
death.  

 

So what can we do with this knowledge? By 
preventing the release of histones, it is pos-
sible to make a human partially invulnerable 
to gunshot wounds, creating more powerful 
armies. While it would obviously do no 
good to the victim if bullets ripped him 
apart or if a missile was launched at him, as 
the histones do not prevent blood loss, 
histone impediment could still be an advan-
tage on the battlefield. If one army needs to 
spend its missile arsenal or several bullets 
on single enemy soldiers, while they them-
selves can be picked off with single shots, 
things will become a lot more difficult. 
Should this advancement of warfare-
applicable technology be admired, feared or 
desired? How do we know to what end 
these abilities may be used? 

A look into how DNA is arranged into chromosomes 

Did You Know…? 

A human body is around 60% water. 

However, a cucumber is actually around 

96% water.  

The poison antidote arrowroot is now 

used as thickener in cooking.   

Avocados are the most unhealthy fruit, 

containing on average 167 calories per 

100 grams.  

The banana is the most popular fruit in 

America, with an estimated 11 billion of 

them being consumed every year.  

The plant life in the oceans makes up 

around 85% of all plant life on earth.  

(continued from page 1) 

party you had for your 7th birthday, it 
would be much harder to pull up, and so 
details would be lost. 

 

What are habits? 

You might have heard the expression ' 
Don't get into a bad habit' from either 
one of your parents, when you repeatedly 
do something bad, such as not making 
your bed in the morning. Habits are ac-
tions which have been repeated so often, 
that it is almost impulsive, and you do it 
without thinking – such as brushing your  

teeth in the morning. You don't think 
about it, you just do it. This is because 
repeatedly doing that same action in that 
same condition results in your brain stor-
ing it in your long-term memory to react 
to that situation in the same way in fu-
ture. 

This also means that habits are hard to 
break, since you do them without even 

realising it. So if you wanted to stop bit-
ing your nails when you get stressed, you 
would have to realise that you were biting 
your nails, and stop yourself. You would 
have to constantly do that until your 
brain stored the information to not bite 
your nails when in stressed conditions in 
your brain's long-term memory. 

 

What is deja vu? 

Deja vu is a familiar feeling that most 
people get when they are in a situation 
where they feel they already were. 

This feeling can be caused by two things: 

1. That you once were in the same situa-
tion, and the deja vu feeling is created 
when your brain finds information 
relevant to that situation, so that you 
can handle yourself based on those 
experiences. 

2. That you haven't been in that situation 
before, but your brain has thought up a 
scenario in which you appeared in a 

scene very similar to that. You may 
think this is strange, but that is what 
happens when you dream, your brain is 
putting yourself in different scenarios 
based on what you experienced in the 
day.  
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The Svalbard Global Seed Vault  

By Nick Pepper 

Since the dawn of history, man has worried 

about the future. From Medieval King to 

contemporary eco-warrior, all have tried to 

penetrate the veil of time and predict the 

future. Eventually, however, we must all 

face the fact that we cannot tell the future, 

only prepare for it. This line of reasoning 

has led to the construction of the Svalbard 

Global Seed Vault, an attempt to safeguard 

against global catastrophe.  

 

But what kind of catastrophe? The Nordic 

Genetic Resources Centre (NGRC) is con-

cerned that rising sea levels and conflict 

could cause massive crop destruction in the 

developing world and lead to a massive re-

duction in plant biodiversity. The Seed 

Vault is a repository of 400,000 samples of 

seeds, with space for 2 billion seeds in all. It 

is hoped that it will soon have every kind of 

seed in the world. The NGRC hopes that 

having these deposited seeds ‘in reserve’ will 

prevent the extinction of plant species and 

will allow plant repopulation in uncultivated 

areas. The seed bank operates a ‘black box’ 

system, which operates along the same prin-

ciple as a safety deposit box in a bank: coun-

tries entrust the care of the seeds to the 

Norwegian Government and are free to 

reclaim them at any time. The neutrality of 

Norway is vital in this system as if it was to 

break this agreement and try to sell the 

seeds back to countries when they were in 

desperate need of them, the seeds would be 

worth millions.  

 

From the outside, the seed bank resembles 

the lair of a James Bond villain, yet the sci-

ence used inside is relatively simple. Seeds 

are placed in foil packets (to preserve them) 

and stored in one of three storage chambers 

hewn into the side of a mountain. Each 

chamber has a volume of 1200m3, the whole 

system extends 120m into the mountain. 

The cold temperature of the mountain, plus 

the electric cooling system, provides stable 

cooling conditions for the seeds. At this 

stage it is (sadly) necessary to bring in some 

geography in explaining why the seed bank 

has been situated on a remote Norwegian 

Island: Norway as a country is politically and 

socially stable, so the seed bank is unlikely 

to be plundered by a band of revolutionary 

Norwegians (the population of the island is 

so small that such a gathering would be 

unlikely to be very large in any case). The 

inhospitable climate acts in the seed bank’s 

favour as it means that there is no seed dis-

persion. The introduction of outside seeds 

into a seed bank is potentially disastrous as it 

could lead to cross breeding between the 

outside seeds and the stored seeds. Perhaps 

even more monotonous than the geography 

of the area is the area’s geology: the moun-

tain has a stable sandstone structure and zero 

tectonic activity, preserving the seed bank 

further. The situation of the seed bank is 

ideal as it gives the seed bank every chance 

of surviving a global catastrophe: 130m 

above sea level, the bank is unlikely to be 

flooded. Its builders confidently predict that 

it will last for centuries.  

 

The seed bank is a work of art, as well as a 

vault: it won the Norwegian Lighting prize 

for outdoor lighting in 2009. The entrance to 

the seed bank is a concrete wedge, but is 

topped with 2,000 fibre optic cables which 

fluoresce with a pale green light. While an 

award for outdoor lighting may seem ridicu-

lous in this country, in Norway, a country in 

twilight for most of the year, it is highly 

sought after. This reflects the pride that Nor-

wegians feel in the project. The Norweigans 

are proud to be at the forefront of the prepa-

rations for climate change and yet at the 

The Noah's ark of the 21
st
 Century? 

The fortress which will hold up to 2 billion 

seeds. A: Secure door, B: air locked tunnel, C: 

cooled boxes stack, D:  Numbered boxes show-

ing what seeds they contain, E: secure 500 seed 

envelope.  
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By William Millington 

Colour blindness occurs when one or more 
type of cone cell in the eye is defective. 
These cone cells detect different coloured 
light (red, blue and green). When these are 
defective an individual cannot see colours 
as a person with normal colour vision does. 
This makes it difficult to distinguish colours 
or even to see one coloured object on top 
of another.  

The most common form of colour blind-
ness is red/green (meaning it is difficult to 
distinguish red and green) colour blindness-
about 99% of all colour deficient individu-
als have this type. There is also the less 
common blue/yellow colour blindness and 
monochromacy in which the individual sees 
only shades of grey.  

Colour blindness is mainly inherited but can 
also be caused by disease, old age and side 
effects of some medicines.  

Red/green colour blindness only exists on 
the x chromosome so for a male to be col-
our blind his one x chromosome (from his 

mother) must be defective whereas for a 
female to be colour blind both x chromo-
somes must be defective as the non-
defective gene is dominant. If only one of 
her x chromosomes is defective the 
woman will be a carrier. Both x chromo-
somes must be defective (so she must 
have a colour blind father who is a carrier 
or a colour blind mother) in order for a 
woman to be colour blind.  

Colour blindness tests are usually dotted 
images with a letter or number inside; the 
number is a different colour to the back-
ground that an individual with normal 
colour vision will easily read but a colour 
blind person will not see.   

There is no “cure” for inherited colour 
blindness, however there are lenses that 
can improve colour vision in the deficient 
area of the spectrum but they will distort 
colour vision in another area and only one 
lens can be worn. 

Colour blindness can stop people doing 
certain jobs (like pilot and fire fighter) 

Colour-blindness  

By Gregory Brooks 

You may think a pet hamster is the cutest 
thing in the world, but think again! Ham-
sters have a darker side to them. 

When you first buy a hamster from the 
pet shop, you will probably be told not to 
hold your hamster for a few days, to let 
them calm down. This is also because if 
you tried to pick them up, they will bite! 
You must keep practicing moving your 
hands close to them until they are com-
fortable that you won’t hurt them. This is 
because the sensation of being picked up 
means to an untrained hamster that a bird 
of prey has grabbed hold of them and they 
must fight it off. 

A hamster’s front teeth are very sharp and 
can bite through skin very easily. This is 
because some of the food they eat is hard, 
so they need to cut it before they can 
chew it well. Hamsters have sharp front 
incisors at the front of their mouth and 
molars at the back. 

If you look at typical pet shop hamster 
food, you will notice that it is entirely 
vegetarian. This isn’t the case in the wild, 
as hamsters are omnivores. They eat in-
sects as well as seeds and nuts. However, 

you shouldn’t feed wild bugs to a pet 
hamster as their immune system wont be 
as good as it is in the wild. Special insects 
that can be fed to hamsters can be bought 
from some pet shops. 

 

Another bad habit of hamsters is that they 
chew everything they come into contact 
with. If they escape from their cage, they 
can cause major damage to furniture and 
if they chew through electrical cables, 
could start a fire. Hamsters chew things 
because – like all other rodents – their 
teeth never stop growing. They have to 
chew things to stop their teeth getting too 

Vicious Hamsters  

and can make certain everyday tasks diffi-
cult, like cooking and washing clothes. It 
also makes aspects of art and physics diffi-
cult (light and colour).   

This is an example of a situation where 

colour-blind people would not be able to 

distinguish between the red dots that 

make up the ‘45’ and the green dots of 

the surroundings.  

long. If a hamster’s teeth get too long, it 
will be painful for them and they won’t 
be able to close their mouth. 

 

The largest and most common type of 
hamster is the Syrian hamster. There is a 
problem with this type of hamster 
though. As they get older, two of these 
hamsters in the same cage will usually 
fight to the death. This is because, like 
many other large animals, they are de-
fending their territory. Any hamster that 
trespasses on another hamster’s territory 
will be fought. Syrian hamsters are soli-
tary animals – they do not live in groups. 

  

Another problem with hamsters is when 
a female gives birth to baby hamsters,: 
they must not be touched in any way. If 
the babies become contaminated by any-
thing, the mother won’t recognise them 
and she will eat them to gain enough en-
ergy to give birth again. Every hamster 
breeder knows this and will keep well 
away from the babies until they are ready 
to be sold. These things are natural for 
hamsters to do, don’t be put off by them.  

 

Does this hamster have a darker side? 
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By ... 

That’s Life 

Keep sending in your articles to Mr. Davis at pdavis@suttonlea.org  
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Did You Know…? 

Organic matter can be dated by a tech-

nique known as radiocarbon dating. This  

measures the proportion of the radioac-

tive cabon-14 isotope compared with the 

atmosphere at the time to tell how much 

of the carbon-14 has decayed to show 

how many half-lives of carbon 14 have 

passed hence how old the organic matter 

is. This technique has been used to date 

the Shroud of Turin as 700 years old.  


